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1TECHNICAL PUBLICATION
OPTiMizATiOn Of CREw ShiELDing REquiREMEnT  
in REACTOR-POwERED LunAR SuRfACE MiSSiOnS
1.  inTRODuCTiOn
 In addition to other flight risks and hazards, space flight beyond the confines of the Earth’s mag-
netic field must face the challenges of space radiation exposure. In extended lunar surface missions, pro-
tection of crew and systems requires shielding strategies against various sources of space radiation fields, 
both natural and man-ntroduced. Due to varous degrees of varablty, unpredctablty, and, n some 
crtcal areas, lack of basc data, guaranteeng safe levels of exposure poses a specal challenge.
 Exposure estmates for sheldng solutons as well as for safety assessment must be formulated 
and optmzed based on ncomplete data, constraned by both techncal and nontechncal factors. One 
of the more consequental constrants, albet somewhat subjectve, s that of “as low as reasonably 
achevable” (ALARA). 
 A man task of msson desgners s to mnmze requrements on structure and functon whle 
ensurng maxmum protecton for crew and systems, consstent wth ALARA. ALARA s currently 
NASA’s accepted guideline as well as being a part of the legal requirements with regard to ionizing radia-
ton exposure and crew health and protecton.
 To be consstent wth ALARA, sheldng solutons and dose and rsk assessments must rely 
on robust and accurate exposure estmates. Objectve comparsons among these solutons wll clearly 
requre relable estmates as well. 
 To varous degrees, such estmates are hampered by nherent uncertantes n basc knowledge 
of the radaton envronment tself, ts transport and nteracton n varous meda of complex geometry and 
composton, and most crtcally, n the human bologcal response to such exposure.
 In the absence of more emprcal data, on the one hand, and the ncreasng complexty of the 
modalty and applcatons by whch (and for whch) these estmates are determned, on the other, such 
estmates are best vewed as gudelnes rather then predctons. 
 Gven the expected doses, ths parametrc study focuses on estmatng the optmal crew sheldng 
requrement n lunar surface mssons wth a nuclear opton. Possble mssons are assumed to take place 
during both low and high solar activity. Specificity due to the mission’s location on the lunar surface is not 
taken into account. For this study’s purposes, these missions are assumed to only include a crew habita-
tion module that is powered by a small fission reactor placed at some distance from this module. No other 
2details about the reactor or the habitation module, such as their geometric configurations and specific 
structures or subsystem, are ether assumed or used.
 Independent of the exact type or chemcal composton of the sheldng materal, any sheldng 
solution will require a certain amount of areal density to reduce the crew’s expected exposure to accept-
able levels. For ths study, lunar regolth, albet n an dealzed form, s assumed to be the sheldng mate-
ral of choce.1 
 The estmates and method presented here are meant to help msson desgners put n perspec-
tve the expected cumulatve exposure—due to natural and ntroduced sources— vs-a-vs the amount of 
regolth mass requred for crew protecton. For example, for logstcal consderatons, t may be desrable 
to mnmze the separaton dstance between habtat and reactor whle mantanng maxmum protecton. 
Conversely, t may be desrable to mnmze the amount of regolth to be used by maxmzng the dstance. 
Ideally, n both extremes, as well as for all estmates n between, requred regolth mass must be optmzed 
for each separaton dstance.
 Snce sheldng wll be requred that can be used for both reactor and crew, a self-consstent 
approach would be to estmate, at a gven dstance, the optmal and also total amount of regolth mass 
separatng the crew from the reactor. Because of the addtve nature of the soluton, ths amount can be 
thought of as the sum of habtat and reactor sheldng. Ths self-consstent soluton should allow for more 
flexibility in allocating material resource and/or construction effort between reactor and habitat.
 A bref survey of the radaton envronment and exposure doses s presented, followed by a descrp-
ton of the dose-depth relatons used and the one-dmensonal optmzaton scheme. Sample results for 
optmzed requred regolth mass and reactor/crew separaton for mssons durng solar mnmum and 
maximum conditions, superimposed on a ‘typical’ large solar particle event, are provided, followed by a 
dscusson and conclusons.
32.  ThE RADiATiOn EnViROnMEnT
 Energetc, hgh-charge galactc cosmc-ray (GCR) ons and solar energetc partcles (SEP) const-
tute the man (natural) source of ths ntense radaton envronment. The energy range of these partcles 
spans more than eght orders of magntude (from thermal to ultra-relatvstc) whle ther atomc numbers 
populate all of the stable nucldes of the perodc table.
 Atomc charges of 1 (hydrogen) through 26 (ron), however, are consdered mportant for crew 
radaton safety and sheldng purposes. By number, hydrogen consttutes about 90%, helum, 7%, 
and all others, 3% of the GCR ions. The intensity of the ambient GCR component (≈1 cm–2) peaks around 
500 MeV/nucleon and s modulated by a factor of about three over the 11-year solar cycle.2 Durng solar 
maxmum, and due to the actons of the solar wnd, access to the helosphere by dffusng GCR ons s 
reduced. As a result, the GCR component appears depressed n the nner helosphere. 
 Durng heghtened solar actvtes, solar partcle events (SPE), whle random n occurrence, are 
more frequent and are strong enough to transport SEPs, by a propagatng shock drven by a coronal mass 
ejection (CME), to Earth’s orbit and beyond. The SEP component is mostly composed of energetic pro-
tons, and it peaks around a few tens of MeV in energy, but can vary widely in intensity (≈107 cm–2) as well 
as in the shape of its energy spectra. The so-called ‘large’ events, such as the October 1989 event, can be 
an order of magnitude more intense than the ‘average’ event, and many orders of magnitude above the 
quescent condtons, lastng for hours to 2–3 days.2
 Relatvely lttle s known (or can relably be predcted) about the photospherc, coronal, and helo-
spherc mechansms responsble for CMEs and large SPEs. Furtherng our basc understandng n these 
areas remans a key prerequste3 of the Exploraton Vson.
 In addton to these natural sources of space energetc partcles, there are lkely to be man-ntro-
duced radioactive and fission sources for power and even propulsion purposes as well. A number of stud-
es4,5 conducted for the power requrements durng future lunar surface mssons, for example, suggest 
that the need s on the order of tens of klowatts of electrc power.
 For this level of power, chemical, solar, and radioisotope sources may be insufficient or impracti-
cal. For crew protection purposes, fission reactors are considered mainly as sources of energetic neutrons 
and gamma rays (photons). Contrbutons of these sources to the total expected crew dose are mostly due 
to prompt neutrons. Prompt neutrons are produced in the fission process of the fissile material, such as 
uranium-235 or plutoium-239. Most of these are energetic or ‘fast’ neutrons produced (at ≈1014 cm–2) 
as direct fission products with an average energy of about 2 MeV. Photons (at ≈1010 cm–2) are produced 
as both direct products of the fission reaction as well as a result of the subsequent decay of the fission 
radoactve products. For sheldng purposes, however, gamma rays wth energy <0.6 MeV are typcally 
gnored.6
43.  EXPECTED EXPOSuRE LEVELS
 Crew exposure levels are typcally expressed n dose equvalent unts. Dose equvalent, n Severt 
(Sv) unts, s calculated from the dose corrected by a dmensonless, multplcatve factor called the rada-
tion ‘quality factor’, or Q-factor.7 Ionzng radaton lke energetc heavy ons (such as GCR ons) are 
characterzed by hgh Q values. Uncharged neutrons are also assgned hgh Q values to underscore ther 
more serous health hazards relatve to ether x rays or gamma rays at the same energy. Unlke the phys-
cally descrbable and measurable dose, the Q-factor s an emprcal, dmensonless varable assumed 
to ‘represent’ the majority of the biological effects associated with exposure to ionizing radiation, 
but wthout specfyng such effects by ther end ponts or response functons.8
 Estmatng the health rsk—and thus, sheldng requrement—assocated wth space radaton 
exposure s hampered mostly by uncertantes n the bologcal response.9 Other factors assocated wth 
the radaton envronment and ts physcal nteractons, as well as the dose and dose-rate volatltes, 
also contribute to the risk. As will be discussed later on, large (≈200%) uncertainties in the Q-factor can 
significantly affect shielding requirements, and any optimized estimates of which, as well.
 The Natonal Commsson on Radaton Protecton (NCRP) publshes and regularly updates 
recommended lmts approprate for low Earth orbts (LEO) mssons. Table 1 lsts the 1999 recommenda-
tons10 for organ dose lmts for all ages for 30-day, annual, and career exposures. (Note the 50-cSv lmt 
for bone marrow.)
Table 1.  1999 NCRP recommended dose lmts by organ and exposure duraton.
Limit
(cSv)
Bone
Marrow Eye Skin
30-day exposure 25 100 150
Annual 50 200 300
Career 50–300 400 600
 To put ths 50-cSv lmt and the other NCRP lmts n perspectve, on the Internatonal Space 
Staton (ISS), for example, durng solar maxmum, the average effectve dose was measured to be about 
6.1 cSv, whle the effectve dose rate was about 0.037 cSv/day.11 Note though that on the ISS, n addton 
to protectve geomagnetc effects (whch are not present outsde the magnetosphere), sheldng equvalent 
to about 5-10 cm of aluminum is provided by the ISS structure and system’s materials.12 
 On the lunar surface, the dose due to the (sotropc) GCR source s reduced by a half due to the 
shadow shielding effect of the Moon itself. The introduction of a small nuclear fission reactor (≈25-kWe) 
s estmated13 to add about 5 cSv/year at a ‘safe distance’ from its shielded core. Both water and regolith 
have been consdered for core sheldng.13
5 Table 2 contrasts typcal expected14,15 doses on the surface of the Moon wth and wthout a 50-cm 
thck sheld made of dealzed lunar regolth, equvalent to 11 n of standard alumnum, assumng solar 
mnmum GCR condtons and supermposed on an August 1972 class SPE. Gven currently accepted lmts 
for LEO missions (see table 1) these expected exposure figures clearly suggest that extended (>6 mo) 
surface missions will require shielding solutions, even without the presence of a nuclear fission source.
Table 2.  Expected doses on the lunar surface wth and wthout 
 sheldng (no nuclear power source assumed).
Duration
(days)
GCR
(cSv)
SEP
(cSv)
Mission
(cSv)
10 0.3/0.8 7.5/20.5 7.8/21.3
30 1/2.5 7.5/20.5 8.5/23
180 6/15 7.5/20.5 13.5/35.5
360 12/30 7.5/20.5 19.5/50.5
64.  PARAMETERizing ThE DOSE-DEPTh RELATiOnS
 For the purpose of ths parametrc study, dose as a functon of depth n lunar regolth from 
all three radiation sources, i.e., GCR, SEP, and fission sources (we ignore contribution from neutron 
albedo) wll be assumed to have smple closed form expressons amenable to varatonal analyss. 
To that end, the GCR dose-depth relaton s taken to be
	 D x A x B1 ,	( ) exp(– )= +1 1 1λ 	 (1)
where D1(x) s the dose rate n cSv/yr, x s total regolth separaton mass between reactor and crew 
n g/cm2 (.e., an arbtrary combnaton of reactor depth and habtat sheldng) and λ1 s the regolth 
attenuation coefficient for GCR in (g/cm2)–1.
 The constants A1 = 74 cSv/yr and B1 = 28 cSv/yr, as well as λ1 = 0.06 (g/cm2)–1 are estmated 
using fits to three-dimensional Monte-Carlo simulations assuming solar minimum conditions.16 For 
solar maxmum condtons, the values are: A1 = 54, B1 = –24, and λ1 = 0.02. 
 For ths approxmaton as well as for the other two below, lunar regolth s dealzed as beng 
composed of 74% oxygen, 11% slcon, 7% alumnum, 4% calcum, and 4% magnesum by weght. 
The densty of ths aggregate s taken to be 1.5 g/cm3. 
 The GCR/SEP particle flux is transported through a thick slab of this idealized regolith, suf-
fering both energy and charge losses. The transported flux is converted into dose and dose equivalent 
quanttes usng the Internatonal Commsson on Radologcal Protecton (ICRP) 1991 converson 
conventon.17
 The SEP transported flux is similarly assumed to be of a simple (analytic) form,
	 D x AB x2
2
2 2
( ) ,=
+ λ 	 		(2)
where D2(x) s now the event ntegrated dose n cSv, A2 = 400 cSv, B2 = 1, and λ2= 1.08 (g/cm2)–1. 
These numbers are based on three-dimensional transport simulations through a finite slab of lunar 
regolth as descrbed above and for an assumed August 1972 class SPE.
 The dose-depth approximation as a function of radial distance from the reactor’s location is 
also based on three-dmensonal transport smulatons.13 The conceptualzed reactor n the smu-
laton s a moderated spectrum, NaK cooled, Hastelloy™ (a Hayes Internatonal, Inc. product)/
uranum-zrconum hybrd (UZrH) reactor wth open lattce pn geometry.18 The reactor provdes 
thermal power to a 25-kWe Stirling engine power conversion system. The cylinder-shaped system 
(reactor, water shield, and power conversion system) stands ≈ 2 m high and is ≈1 m in diameter.
7 The reactor’s transported13 neutron and gamma rays fluxes are assumed to originate from a shielded 
core. To first order, the reactor’s dose-depth relation for a given r (surface separaton dstance n m) can be 
approxmated as
	 D x A x B r3 3 3 3 2( ) exp(– ) ,= +( )λ 		 	(3)
where D3(x) s the dose rate n cSv/yr, A3 = 2 × 106 cSv/yr-m2, B3 = 3×103 cSv/yr-m2, and λ3 = 1.87×10–2 
(g/cm2)–1.
85.  OPTiMizATiOn SChEME
 To formulate a one-dmensonal varatonal scheme, equaton (3) s re-expressed as a controllable, 
‘dynamical’ system as:
	
∂
∂ ′
= ′ + ′Dx D x
B
r
c x3 3 32– ( ) ( ) , 	 (4)
where x′ = λ3x is the ‘dynamical’ variable, c(x′) s the control varable, and r s a parameter. The con-
trollablty of the process s assumed19 based on the system beng autonomous, lnear, and possessng 
a stable, (uncontrolled) ‘equilibrium’ state as x′→ ∞.
 The ntal condton, D3(0), s taken to be the uncontrolled state at x′= x	= 0 where the control var-
able c is identically equal to unity. Formulated this way, the objective becomes to find the optimal regolith 
mass, x′= x*, such that for a gven r the functonal:
	 J x r c x dxx r*  = + ′




′
*
∫( ) ( ) ,( ) τ 12
2
0 	 (5)
s mnmal whle assurng a safe dose, .e., D3(x*) ≤ Ds. 
 An optmal soluton s assumed to exst due to the convexty property of J [x*(r)], .e., over ts 
entre doman D, J(x′) assumes a mnmum value at each and every statonary pont n D. Ths property 
of J assures20 that
	 J x J x J x x x x x( ) ( *) ( *) ( – *); , * ,′ ≥ + ∇ ⋅ ′ ∀ ′ ∈D 	 (6)
where ∇J s the gradent of J. 
 The safe dose, Ds s taken to be the dose lmt (an NCRP lmt) ncludng the contrbutons due to 
GCR and SEP exposure as a functon of depth x′. The first term in this ‘cost’ functional J s taken to be 
solely determned by the total mass requred, x*, whle the second term by the ncremental amount of mass 
needed to reduce the ncurred dose to ts current level at ths x′(r) pont. 
 The constant τ is a measure of this distribution between the two: When 	τ  1 , ths corresponds 
to a soluton for achevng a safe dose level at a gven r wth as lttle regulaton, .e., r-manpulaton, as 
possble. Conversely, when 	τ 1 , the safe dose level s acheved for maxmal manpulaton (regulaton). 
Note that no optmal soluton exsts when τ s dentcally zero.
9 The optimization proceeds by assigning a ‘Hamiltonian’ to the process according to the Pontryagin 
maxmal prncple.19,21 The Hamltonan remans constant along an optmal trajectory, x′= 0 → to x′ = x*. 
The general form for a one-dmensonal Hamltonan s:
	 H = +ν µ ν µ0 0 1 1  . 	 (7)
 The μ varables are called state varables whle the ν ones are called the costate varables (analo-
gous to generalzed coordnates and generalzed momenta n analytcal dynamcs). Both sets are gven 
by Hamlton equatons of moton,
	  ν µ ν µ0 0 1 1
= ∂
∂
= ∂
∂
– , – ,H H 	 (8)
	  µ
ν
µ
ν0 0
1
1
= + ∂
∂
= + ∂
∂
H H, . 	 (9)
 At each pont along the optmal trajectory the Hamltonan remans mnmzed. For ths system,21 
.e., equatons (4) and (5), the Hamltonan s:
	 H x c x D x c x( ) – ( ) – ( ) ( ) .′ = + ′



+ ′ + ′[ ]τ ν12
2 1 3 	 (10)
 Solvng for ν1 and c, and applyng ntal and safety condtons on D3, gves the followng transcen-
dental relaton for x*(r):
	 D D x D x D xr s r3 0 2 0( ) exp * – ( *) – sinh * ,β = 	 (11)
where Dr = B3/r2 and β is a constant of the ‘motion.’ Constants of the motion a and β are determned from 
the ntal and safety condtons,
	 β a= D3 0 2( ) – , 	 (12)
and where a s the negatve root of:
	 a a τ2 32 0 2 0– ( ) – .D = 	 (13)
 The next step s to estmate the value of the constant τ for ths partcular optmzaton, equaton (4), 
and the choce for the functonal form of J, equaton (5).
 The drectonal dervatve of J at c is defined as20:
	 δ ε
εε
J c d J c d J c( ; ) lim ( ) – ( )≡ +


→0
	 (14)
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	 =
∂
∂
+ =
J c d
ε
ε ε( ) .0 	 (15)
From equaton (5),
	 J c d c cd d dxx r( ) .*( )+ = + + +








′∫ε τ ε ε12 2
2 2 2
0 	 (16)
Subtractng J(c), dvdng by ε, and takng the lmt as ε → 0, results n
	 δJ c d c x d x dxx r( ; ) ( ) ( ) .*( )= ′ ′ ′∫0 	 (17)
Now, from the convexty property of J,
	 δJ c d Jc d( ; ) ,=
∂
∂ 	 (18)
and from the symmetry property of equaton (17) wth respect to c ↔ d, and recallng that c = 1 corre-
sponds to the uncontrolled, ntal condton, results n
	 ∂ = ∂ = ∂
∂ ′
∂
∂ ′



J c J c
J
x
c
x( ; ) ( ; ) .
–
1 1
1
	 (19)
From the general soluton of equatons (4-11), t s known that c(x′) ∝ exp(x′). It follows then, from the 
above relaton, that, to wthn a constant of order unty, the numercal value of τ should be ≈B3. 
 It should be noted that for ths partcular optmzaton scheme of  equaton (3), a dfferent approach 
would have been to use the condtons on the Hamltonan, .e., mnmal (ncludng zero) and unchanged, 
along an optmal trajectory, rather than mnmzng the cost functonal J, as was done here. The alternate 
approach should, n prncple, gve the same results, but no attempt, for self-consstency, has been made 
here to demonstrate as much.
 The first order, linear optimization scheme presented here should also be treated as parametrization 
specific in so far as the form of equation (3) is concerned, i.e., its x′ and r-dependence and the treatment, 
for purposes of estmatng the optmal path, x′ → x*, of the varable x′ as the ‘dynamical’ variable and r 
as beng part of the control varable c(x′). No attempt has been made here to check for the applcablty 
of the solution (controllability, existence, uniqueness, etc.) over wide ranges of the fit parameters, Ai, Bi, 
and λi. However, the theory of linear, first order control problems, such as the one described by equa-
tion (4), is well anchored, and properties of the general solutions are known for sufficiently large phase 
and parameter spaces, especally so for autonomous, one-dmensonal systems.
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 The choce of the cost functonal, equaton (5), also affects the soluton; convexty-wse only 
the smplest form of the functonal, .e., quadratc, was used. Clearly, and as s dscussed below, other 
forms must be explored as well. Fnally, generalzaton of lnear-state control problems to two and three 
dmensons s, n prncple, straghtforward. However, ssues related to unqueness and stablty of the 
controlled soluton become more crtcal n hgher dmensons.21 Generalzaton of ths partcular optm-
zaton scheme to hgher dmensons must be preceded by further numercal and analytcal demonstratons 
of ts wder applcablty and utlty.
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6.  SAMPLE CALCuLATiOn AnD DiSCuSSiOn
 The optmzaton scheme demonstrated above s appled to two msson scenaros: one durng 
GCR solar-maximum conditions superimposed on an August 1972 class SPE (figure 1), and the second 
is done similarly for GCR solar-minimum conditions (figure 2). (Note that ‘depth’ in the figures refers 
to the total regolth mass, n g/cm2, separatng reactor from crew.)
 In both cases, the sheldng materal s the dealzed lunar regolth as descrbed n secton 4, along 
wth the parameterzed forms and values of the transported radaton sources for each scenaro. For each 
scenario, equations (4-11) are solved using the fit (A, Bi, and λi) and optmzaton (ai, βi, and τi) param-
eters, self-consstently. These latter ones depend senstvely on ntal condtons and hence they change 
from one scenaro to the other. The dose lmt, for reference, s taken to be the 50-cSv/yr level, .e., 
the LEO 1999 NCRP annual lmt for bone marrow exposure (table 1).
 For each scenario, as a function of distance from the reactor, shown in the figures is the optimized 
total (due to reactor plus natural) mass of lunar regolth requred to keep the dose rate level less than 
or equal to the safe rate of 50 cSv/yr. Also shown s the requred mass for the reactor-only case, .e., no 
GCR or SEP fields assumed, and for the natural environment-only case, i.e., no reactor. After subtracting 
the mass requirement to shield against the GCR and SEP fields, the balance can, as mentioned earlier, be 
treated as an arbtrary combnaton of both the amount of sheldng requred for the reactor plus that for 
added sheldng, due to the ntroducton of the reactor, for the habtat.
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Fgure 1.  Optmzed reactor depth-dstance soluton for GCR solar maxmum condtons 
 supermposed on an August 1972 class SPE, for a 50-cSv/yr dose lmt (see table 1).
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Fgure 2.  Optmzed reactor depth-dstance soluton for GCR solar mnmum condtons 
 supermposed on an August 1972 class SPE, for a 50-cSv/yr dose lmt (see table 1).
 For example, for a surface msson durng solar mnmum, at a dstance of 100 m from the reactor, 
from figure 2, the optimized total regolith shielding requirement is about 62 g/cm2. Sheldng aganst GCR 
and SEP fields requires about 16 g/cm2. Note that the un-optmzed reactor requrement (whch s also 
the total here because t s larger than the natural overburden) s about 76 g/cm2, whch s a 23% savngs 
in required mass due only to optimization. (For solar maximum conditions, figure 1, the savings are, 
of course, even larger (30–35%) because the natural envronment overburden s lower.)
 In addton, the 46-g/cm2 requrement can be dvded n a number of ways dependng on other 
factors, such as avalablty and processng of regolth and reactor ste preparaton, between the actual 
requred depth of the reactor system beneath the lunar surface and the actual thckness of the added habtat 
protection against the reactor’s radiation fields. This added flexibility is a result of treating the reactor 
and habtat sheldng requrements self-consstently n ths smple optmzaton scheme.
 However, this self-consistent treatment is also reflected in the optimization cost. In figure 2, 
for example, and for distances larger than about 133 m from the reactor, the ‘optimized’ mass is larger 
than what is actually required. The reason being the ‘cost’ of optimizing the mass for any distance 
s always nonzero, as can be seen from equaton (5). In ths partcular optmzaton scheme, the optmza-
tion becomes ‘cost-ineffective’ for large distances, but not large enough, i.e., for distances at which the 
reactor’s fields become negligible compared to the natural overburden (≈220 m for this study). Clearly, 
a more robust form for the cost functonal, equaton (5), s requred to reduce the cost over a wder range 
of separaton dstance.
 Also, the above assessment was based on an dealzed regolth and ts smulated attenuaton prop-
erties against both natural and fission radiation sources. If one allows for an error margin of the same order 
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n the attenuaton propertes of regolth (and not n ts other physcal propertes22), ths savngs all but 
dsappears. Imprecson n basc regolth attenuaton propertes that s on the order of 50–75% wll render 
any optmzaton scheme frvolous.
 It s mportant to note that varatons n regolth densty alone, whch has a range of 1.5–2.8 g/cm3, 
can easily contribute to this level of imprecision. When coupled with uncertainties in modeling the radia-
ton qualty factor, t becomes clear that ths and smlar optmzaton schemes are easly defeated by such 
large varabltes. Unfortunately, some of these varabltes are nherent to sheldng and radaton protec-
ton studes assocated wth crewed lunar surface mssons, wth or wthout a nuclear opton.
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7.  COnCLuSiOnS
 A parametric study was conducted to afford mission designers first order estimates for the amount 
of lunar regolth requred to protect the crew on a lunar surface msson from exposure to GCR, SEP, 
and neutron fields associated with a small fission reactor.
 Snce sheldng s expected to be requred for both reactor and crew, a self-consstent approach was 
taken to estmate, at a gven dstance, the optmal (total) amount of regolth separatng crew from reactor. 
The additive nature of the solution in this treatment should allow for some flexibility in allocating material 
resource and/or constructon effort between reactor and habtat.
 Smple but smulaton based dose-depth relatons were used for all three radaton sources n a one-
dmensonal optmzaton scheme. The objectve was to estmate the optmal regolth mass between crew 
and reactor, as a functon of ther separaton dstance. The optmzaton scheme was based on Pontryagn 
maxmal prncple.
 The scheme was appled to both solar maxmum and mnmum condtons. Dependng on the 
mission’s time profile, a savings of up to 30% in mass can be realized between optimized and un-optimzed 
requred regolth mass estmates. However, t s argued that varaton and uncertanty manly n lunar rego-
lth attenuaton propertes and n the radaton qualty factor can easly defeat ths and any other smlar 
optmzaton scheme.
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